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N O T E S ON E R A D IC A T IO N  O F  W E E D S, W IT H  E X ­
P E R IM E N T S  M A D E  IN 1907 A N D  1908.
H ' P A M M E L  CH AR LO TTE M. K IN G .
IN T R O D U C T IO N .
The subject of weeds continues to interest the farmers of 
the state, as much, perhaps, as any problem connected with 
the farm. An abundance of weeds in a crop seriously inter- 
feies with production, not only by shading and crowding the 
agricultural crop, but by removing useful and necessary con­
stituents from the soil. We receive annually many inquiries 
from farmers who desire information about the character 
of weeds, and the best methods of dealing with them. The 
results of some experiments conducted by the Botanical Sec­
tion to determine the value of several means of weed extermi­
nation are presented in this bulletin. W e are indebted to 
Professor J. B. Davidson for the chapter on spraying ma­
chinery. W e are also indebted to, Mr. Lyle Clapper, who had 
charge of the quack grass experiments on a farm near Ames 
and who assisted in the experiment of burying seeds in com­
post.
In general, it may be said that acquaintance with the nature 
of plants is a material aid to weed eradication. The life- 
pei iod, methods of spieading, character of the root-systems, 
and manner of seeding, suggest means to be used in the con­
trol of weeds.
CLASSES OF W E E D S  AS TO D U R A T IO N  OF L IFE.
Weeds may be grouped with reference to their duration 
under the following classes: Annual, biennial, and perennial. 
An annual plant is. one which germinates from seed in the 
spring, produces flowers and seed the same season, after the 
accomplishment of which it usually dies. Examples of annual 
weeds are foxtail, ragweed, and smartweed. The members 
of this class vary greatly. Some of the annuals approach 
biennial in habit and are called winter annuals.
Seeds of winter annuals germinate in the fall and produce 
a good growth until checked by frost. In the - succeeding 
spring they make rapid growth, mature fruit, and die. Ex^ 
amples of winter annuals are speedwell, shepard’s purse, and 
chickweed.
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The biennial plant, during the first season, produces vege* 
tative growth only, this often consisting of a rosette of leaves 
close to the ground. In the second season, a flower stem is 
produced. Examples of biennial weeds are bull thistle,
Fig. |  Wild Carrot (Daucus carota), a biennial weed of clover meadows.
mullein, burdock, parsnip and carrot. Biennial weeds do not 
appear when the ground has been properly plowed.
The perennial plant has a natural existence of more than 
two years. These plants produce stems and roots which 
send up flower stalks year after year. Examples o. .his c mss 
are morning-glory, milkweed; horse-nettle, and horse-rad’s .
5
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H O W  W E E D S  SPREAD.
Weeds are spread by means o f seeds, by vegetative reproduc­
tion, or by both seeds and vegetative reproduction.
REPRODUCTION BY SEEDS.
Most weeds reproduce themselves by seeds. One of the 
exceptions to this rule is the horse-radish, which does not, so 
far as we know, seed in this state.
It has been our observation that the Canada thistle usually 
does not seed in Iowa, although specimens of heads containing 
seed have been received from different parts o f the state. 
It is probable that the.. Canada thistle does not seed so fre­
quently in Iowa or in the United States as in Europe.
VEGETATIVE REPRODUCTION.
Many weeds multiply by means of roots, stems, or both. 
In quack grass, one means o f multiplication is by stems com­
monly called “ roots” , which are divided into a series of joints 
at which new shoots are produced. The same structure occurs 
in germander or wood sage. Horse-radish may be propagated 
by roots exclusively. In another type, like the Canada 
thistle, morning-glory, and horse-nettle, a small parUof the 
underground portion is stem, the rest being true root. On 
these roots buds are produced which send up new shoots each 
year.
Some plants, like wild onion, produce bulblets. In others, 
as crabgrass, the stem above the ground may strike root at 
the nodes, or roots may be produced at the joints as in purs­
lane.
These roots and stems capable of producing'new plants are 
widely scattered  ^in fields’by means of the cultivator and plow. 
They may be dispersed with undecomposed manure, packing 
materials, or imported fruit trees. Mice and gophers may 
scatter roots to different parts of the field.
C H A R A C T E R  OF ROOT S Y S T E M S  OF W E E D S .
The root systems of weeds vary greatly. The term root, 
as ordinarily used by the farmer, may mean a rootstock, as 
in the case o f quack grass or nimble will. A  great many 
weeds, especially perennials, have not only perennial roots but
6
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rootstocks also. A  rootstock is simply a stem growing be­
neath the surface of the ground.
Many weeds have strong tap roots, this being especially 
true of biennial weeds like the Canadian lettuce, mullein, 
hemp, cockle-bur, wild carrot, ragweed, prickly lettuce, pig­
weed, mayweed, lamb’s quarter, bull thistle, and field thistle. 
The roots of many annual plants are fibrous and without any 
distinct tap roots. Moreover they are shallow, like those in 
the buckhorn, foxtail, plantain, yellow oxalis; and bootjack. 
The roots of plants in the same order may differ greatly, but 
their general habit depends a little on the character of the 
season. During moist seasons they become quite shallow, 
while after the season becomes dryer, they descend obliquely. 
The common spurge (Euphorbia preslii) has a straight tap­
root with horizontal roots near the surface of the groun 
which descend obliquely later. The common field thistle 
(Cirsium discolor) has a straight tap root with portions_ fre­
quently enlarged bearing several more or less prominent
lateral roots.
The cockle-bur, which belongs to the same family, has a 
tap root which is considerably thickened near the surface of 
the ground, and which has large lateral roots. It may likewise 
produce a few nodal roots, but these are generally small and 
fibrous. The large ragweed (Ambrosia trífida) has a straight 
tap root with numerous small fibrous roots that descend ob- 
liquelv into the lower strata of the soil. The horseweed of 
the same family has a straight tap root,' numerous small fi­
brous roots, and one-or more prominent lateral roots. These 
are at first horizontal, descending obliquely latér.
The Spanish needle (Bidens frondosa) and its ally, stick- 
seed (B. discoidea), are frequently found in moist places 
•Although they belong to the same family as the sunflower and 
ragweed, they do not ordinarily produce tap roots, but large 
lateral roots instead, which soon descend obliquely into the 
o-round. The Canadian 'goldenrod (Solidago canadensis), 
with a horizontal rootstock, produces small lateral roots which 
soon begin to descend. The ox-eye (Heiiopsis scabra), related 
to the goldenrod, also produces a rootstock from which grow 
fibrous roots, horizontal at first and then gradually descend­
ing. In the common mayweed of the same family the 
straight tap root produces numerous fibrous roots which de­
scend obliquely. The buckhorn and plantain produce a 
large number of Whitish, fibrous roots which are at first hori-
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zontal and then descend gradually into the soil. In some 
plants, as in cowbane, the roots are fascicled. In the wild 
parsnip and the garden parsnip the roots are conical. Common 
quack grass, wood sage, and peppermint, produce numerous 
horizontal rootstocks that are found close to the surface of 
the ground, 75 per cent of the rootstocks being found within 
4 inches of the surface. From the nodes there arise numerous 
small fibrous roots
The roots of many perennial plants, like Canada- thistle, 
morning-glory, horse nettle, and milkweed, spread exten­
sively through the ground. The root of a common milkweed 
was traced by Mr. Garner and Mr. Lyle Clapper for a dis­
tance of 14 feet through the soil.
The following tables give the depth of roots and area cov­
ered by some of the common weeds. These figures indicate 
that the weeds may effectively rob the soil of many valu­
able constituents.
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Depth and spread of roots of some common weeds.
TABLE 1
W E E D D ep th S p re a d W E E D D ep th S p re a d
Buckhorn 2-8 in. 24 sq. in. 












Smartweed 1-4 “ 90 “ “
Evening Primrose 3-5 “ 30 H “ Lady’s Thumb 1-2 “ 24 “ “
Beggar-ticks 3-5 “ 40 “ “ Yellow Oxalis i-2* “ 6 “ “
Dog" Fennel 2-3 “ 4 “ “ Prickly Lettuce 4-10 “ 425 “ “
jRudbeckia hirta 3-6 “ 20 “ “ Cocklebur 4 “ 48 “ long 
144 “ it.Goldenrod 5 “ 70 “ “ Greater Ragweed 7-14 “
White Vervain 2-4 “ 36 “ “ Rough Pigweed 7-14 “ 144 “ in
Canadian Lettuce 5-7 “ 144 “ “ Horseweed 2-8 “ 60 “ “
Field Thistle 8 “ 50 “ “ Tumbleweed 8-9 “ 60 “ “













































Quack Grass 1 6 32 Quack Grass 24 7 602 4|; 24 25 7
3 34 26 8 38
4 5 14 27 6 42
5 5| 18 Horse Nettle* 1 30 30
6 6 2 29 29
7 5 3 30 30
8 ¡ 1 16 4 27 27
9 5i 20 5 32 32
10 3 6 30 30
11 3* 7 26 26
12 11 24 8 36 36
13 3 Milkweed 1 36 48
14 m 2 42 64
15 3 14 3 48 60
16 m 4 36 30
17 3 12 5 32 39
18 3 6 30 31
19 m 9 7 36 108




*The roots of Horse Nettle extend straight down into the soil.
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D IS P E R S A L  OF W E E D  SEEDS.
WIND.
Many of our weeds are scattered by the wind. The 
squirrel-tail grass, which is permitted to grow in an unob­
structed manner in pastures and on roadsides, is carried to 
adjacent fields where it did not occur. Tumbleweed and 
Russian thistle have the rolling habit, and when growing 
along the roadsides or the railway they get into adjacent 
fields. The seeds of milkweed with a light fluffy coma are 
carried for some distance. The “ seeds” of dandelion with 
cylindrical body and a tuft of capillary bristles are carried 
for long distances from roadsides to fields and meadows. 
The bull thistle “ seed” with hairy appendage is carried from 
the roadside to fields and pastures.
Fig: 3. Seeds carried by wind: a, Golden Bod (Solidagorigida)\ b, Blue 
lettuce (Lactuca floridana)
Many seeds glide over the frozen snow and become de­
posited in the field. Greater ragweed is frequently carried 
in this way. So, too, are 'the foxtails. Prof. H. L. Bolley 
states that January 20, he found in the contents of .a snow 
drift of 28 square feet, 2 seeds of pigeon grass, 5 of French 
weed, 2 of biennial wormwood, and 10 of barnyard grass. He 
also reports having distributed, on January 31, a peck of 
mixed seeds 30 rods distant from a drift of.snow  4 rods 
long. In 10 minutes this had caught a large number of 
millet, 191 wheat, 53 flax, 43 buckwheat, and 91 ragweed 
seeds., The wind .was blowing at the rate of 20 miles per 
hour. There can be no question but that a drift holds a 
large number of weed seeds. Along our highways, one may
W IN D AN D  SNOW.
10
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find, where the snow has drifted, the ragweed and thistle 
growing in large numbers.
A  number of our very troublesome weeds are carried by 
the water. This is notably true for the “ seeds” of docks. 
Three of the sepals or outer floral envelopes of the flower 
of the docks each bear an enlarged body called the tubercle, 
which is hollow. This body, combined with the calyx, en­
ables it to float on the water. During our recent wet years, 
it has been noticed by farmers that these docks are unusually 
common on low ground, having been carried thither by water. 
Many seeds, like those of pepper-grass, are mucilaginous. In 
walking through a patch of this weed with moist shoes, many 
seeds are caught and carried to new situations.
Fig. 4. Seed of Pepergrass (Lepidium apetalum), a, cells mucilaginous 
after application of water.
Many o f our weeds are scattered by animals, this being 
brought about either because the plants offers something for 
food as in the ground-cherry, black nightshade, dandelion and 
thistle, or because the fruit is accidentally carried. Examples 
of the latter class are Spanish bayonet or bootjack, cockle-bur 
or stickseed, burdock, sandbur, and tick trefoil.
We have but one weed, the seeds of which have explosive 
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mon in some fields. The outer coat of the seed separates and 
the seed is forced out of the pod as though shot from it.
Fig. 5. a, Seed of Beggar-tick’s (Bidens frondosa)-, and b, Spanish 
iNeed.e {B dins bipmnata) carried by animals.
CREEPING M ECH A N ISM S.
The needle-grass is important as a weed at times only, in 
gravelly pastures. The seed of this grass has a sharp pointed 
callus and hairs above this point that project obliquely up­
wards. It has a long twisted awn and in this way the seed 
not only creeps over die ground but becomes buried. The wild 
oat also has a creeping arrangement.
M A N  AS A N  AGENT.
Nursery stock is' responsible for the scattering of a num­
ber of weeds and weed seeds. The scattering of quack grass 
m this way had been reported to us. Canada thistle, ox-eye 
daisy, and other perennial weeds are known to have been car­
ried and scattered by this means.
WOOL.
Wool is often responsible for the introduction of a great 
many different weed seeds. Around woolen mills it is com-
12
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taon to find fuller’s teasel, which is so commonly used in card­
ing of wool. The western stork’s bill (Erodium cicutarium) 
no doubt owes its origin in this section to having been in­
troduced with wool. , There is constant danger when getting 
live stock from the western states, that weeds of this charac­
ter will be introduced. Some members of the borage family 
like (Lappu'u floribunda) have been scattered in this way.
CU LTIV A TIO N .
It is not uncommon to find that weeds are carried from one 
field to another by cultivators or plows. This is particularly 
true of quack grass and Johnson grass.
Fig. 6. Seeds carried in.slover seed. 1. Lamb’s quarter (Ghenopodium 
album). 2. Mexican Dropseed, (Muhlenbergia mexicana). 3. Tall This­
tle (Oirsmm altissimum). 4. Field Thistle (Girsium discolor). 5. Wavy 
leaved thistle (Girsium undulatum). 6. Iowa Thistle (Girsium iowense). 
7. Canada Thistle (Cirsium arvense).
IM PU R E  SEED.
Many bad seeds are introduced with impure seed. W e have 
during the past season received many specimens of weeds 
found in clover meadows. These weeds were undoubtedly 
introduced with clover seed.
In nearly all instances the farmers stated that they had 
not observed these weeds before. Not all of the clover seeds
13
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sold by seed merchants contained these weed seeds, much of 
it being of good quality.
As examples of presence in clover fields of weeds intro­
duced with seed, a few selected areas observed July, 1908, 
may be cited. Three areas 10 feet square situated southwest 
of Ames averaged 53 vigorous specimens of ribgrass. Two 
areas 12 feet square upon a farm near Marathon averaged 6 
ribgrass and 3 wild carrot plants. In another piece of the 
same held not cut, at Marathon, were found nightflowerinp' 
catchny, corn-cockle, and bull thistle.
GRAIN SEED.
. The wild oats is frequently scattered with oats, but there 
is little of this weed in the state except in a few counties in 
northern and northwestern Iowa. Mustard is also frequently 
scattered with oats. There is some danger of scattering quack 
grass seed with oats. Mr. T. H. Wagner of Mason City sent 
to us some of the quack grass seed found maturing with his 
oats. This seed was taken to the laboratory and germinated 
the test indicating that 8 percent o f the seed was capable of 
producing' new plants. In an investigation of quack grass in 
northern I0wa.1t was found that it can nearly always be found 
near the gram elevators. Straw is an important factor in 
scattering quack grass. In Story County , a single farm has 
been responsible for scattering quack grass along the highway 
m every direction leading from the farm. The straw with its 
seed of quack grass, fell along the roadside and in a few 
years quack grass was observed along the highway. One 
farmer said the quack grass was introduced on his farm bv 
using oat straw for covering his grapes. Many other similar 
cases are on record. Cockle, cowherb and vetch, are frequently 
scattered with wheat seed. '
GARDEN SEED AN D  O R N A M E N T A L  PLAN TS:
Shoofly, which has been widely cultivated as an ornamental 
plant m this state, has scattered to the fields and has become 
a troublesome weed in grain fields. Mexican fireweed culti­
vated as an ornamental plant, is becoming troublesome in 
many places m the state. Butter-and-eggs was not only intro­
duced as an ornamental plant and cultivated, but since has 
spread because sent out with horticultural plants. The bounc­
ing betty, used as an ornamental plant, has become trouble-
14
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some in northwestern Iowa along the roadsides and in fields. 
Other plants, as horseradish and ground-ivy, have become 
weeds in the same way.
Figi 7. Butter and Eggs (Linaria vulgaris\ A perennial weed intro­
duced with flower seed.
RAILW AYS.
Some railways are using various kinds of screenings to sow 
along their right of way to cover the steep fills. A  variety 
of weeds may be found here. Other weeds are scattered from 
passing cars. Russian thistle, buckhorn, ox-eye daisy,_ thistle, 
and other varieties of weeds may be found along the right-of- 
way. On a patch-of ground o f not more than 2 square rods
15
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in extent in a town in Central Iowa, in August, 1908, the 
following weeds were observed by Miss K ellogg: Wild morn­
ing-glory, hedge bindweed, prickly lettuce, sow thistle, pig­
weed, lamb’s quarter, purslane, velvet-weed, mallow, chick- 
weed, shepard’s purse, sweet cldver, burdock, curled dock, 
sheep sorrel, horseweed, pepper-grass, wild-radish, black 
bindweed, water pepper, smartweed, milkweed, black mustard, 
ragweed, dog-fennel, mullein, creeping charley, five-finger, 
squirrel-tail grass, sand-bur, yellow foxtail, sedge, wire 
grass, and horsetail. It is but fair to say that these weeds 
were mostly on soil that had been brought in by the railway 
company for the purpose of raising the grade of the road bed. 
Many of these weeds have, however, in the course of 5 years, 
spread to the surrounding territory, and. the problem of 
eradicating them has already become serious.
H IG H W AYS.
Highways are an important factor in the distribution of 
weeds to adjacent fields. No matter how clean the fields are 
kept, if the seeds of plants like the cockle-bur, Canada thistle, 
sweet clover, thistle, ragweed, and squirrel-tail grass are per­
mitted to develop and mature along the highways they will 
become spread to the adjacent fields. Vehicles passing from 
a field infected with weeds, especially when the roads are 
moist, are sure to leave some of weed seeds along the road­
sides. Then the driving of cattle, and the carrying of grain, 
all contribute to the weeds that are found along the roadsides, 
and to the scattering of the same.
The following is a partial list of weeds commonly found 
along the roadside: Poison ivy, horseradish, horseweed, bull 
thistle, sweet clover, squirreEtail grass, Russian thistle, tum­
bling mustard, cockle-bur, mustard, large ragweed, small 
ragweed, foxtail, crabgrass, partridge pea, wild blackberry, 
burdock, wild morning-glory, milkweed, velvet leaf, and wild 
parsnip.
G ERM  IN A B IL IT Y  OF W E E D  SE EDS A F T E R  H A V IN G  BEE N K E P T
IN COMPOST.
There is a wide-spread impression that germinable weed 
seeds may be scattered with manure. This is true so far as 
seeds which get into manure not thoroughly composted are 
concerned.
Mr, E, I. Oswald made a series of experiments to ascertain
16
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the vitality of seeds when placed in manure under different 
conditions. Three kinds of manure were used, horse manure, 
cow manure, and horse and cow manure mixed in equal parts. 
The manure was placed in separate piles and seeds enclosed 
in gauze bags were placed in the manure and allowed to 
remain varying periods of time, in some cases 60 days, in 
others 6 months. This lot contained 52 different kinds of 
seeds. After the required length.of time, the seeds were 
planted in the greenhouse and it was found that they had be­
come thoroughly rotted and their vitality destroyed. In order 
to cover the conditions usually followed by dairymen and 
gardners where the manure remains but a short time, another 
set of experiments was started in the fall. The seeds remained 
in the pile only one month and were then planted as in the 
previous experiment. The results of the experiments entirely 
confirmed those of the previous experiment except in the 
cases of the seeds of ribgrass, horse nettle, common plantain, 
large ragweed, bitter dock, and mallow, which were still firm.
Early in the summer of 1908 we placed 31 different seeds 
of weeds and seeds of a few cultivated plants in gauze bags 
and left them in horse manure for five weeks. The seeds 
were placed in this manure on May 10 and were removed 
June 19. The seeds were then germinated in the greenhouse. 
Only a small percentage of the following weed seeds were 
capable of germination.
17
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Results of a test of germinability of seeds which had been deposited 
in manure for five weeks.
NAME
White Clover Trifolium repens 2 . . .  
Red Clover, Trifolium pratense . . . . . .
Black Medict Medicago lupulina . . . 
Lady’s Thumb Poly gow n  Persicaria
Chess, Bromus secalinus ..................
Peppergrass, Lepidium vrigimcum  ..
Sweet Clover, Melilotus alba . . ........
Large ragweed,Ambrosia tr if id a ........
Hedge Mustard Sisymbrium officinale 
Common Pigweed, Amarantus retro-
flexus .................................................
Squirrel-tail, Hordeum jubatum  ........
Lamb’s quarter, Chenopodium album
Wheat, Triticium sativum  .................
Quack grass, Agropyrum repens . . .
Corn, Zea Mays ..................................
Oats, Avena sativa ....................
Water Horehound, Lycopus' rubellus. 
Field Thistle, Cirsium lanceolatum ..  
Crab grass, Digitaria sangumialis . .
Wild Rose, Rosa a rk a n sa n a .............
Whorled Foxtail, Setaria verticillata.
Curled Dock, Rm nex crispus . . ..........
Green Foxtail, Setaria viridis ..........
Bur Clover,Medicago denticulata . . . .
Pigeon grass Setaria g la n c a .............
Sunflower, Helianthus annus . . . . . .
Buckhoin Plantago lancieolata 
Bracted Plantain Plantago aristata .
Cocklebur Xanthium  canadense ........
Rugel’s Plantain Plantago Rugeli . ..
D E S T R U C T IO N  OF W E E D S  BY C H E M IC A L S  OR H E R B IC ID E S .
For many years both in this country and in Europe, various 
chemicals have been used for the destruction of fungi, It 
has also been known for many years that certain chemicals 
are valuable for the destruction of weeds. These, because of 
being used to kill herbs, are known as herbicides.
Copper sulphate in various forms, chiefly in the preparation 
known as Bordeaux mixture, has proved to be one of the 
most valuable means that the horticulturist has for combating 
fungus diseases. It has likewise been found to be effective 
in destroying mustard. The discovery was accidental, but it 
led M. Aime Girard to experiment along the same line with 
various materials. Since then many experiments with herbi­
cides have been made both in this country and in Europe.
The substances experimented with by M. Girard were com-
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lnon salt, copper sulphate or blue vitrol, iron sulphate, sul­
phuric acid, sodium nitrate, ammonium sulphate, potassium 
chloride, sodium arsenate, potassium sulphide, basic slag (a 
mixture of lime phosphate, lime sulphate, and some other 
substances), carbolic acid, slaked lime, and formaldehyde.
Very successful results from the treatment of weeds have 
been reported by Summerville, Foulkes, and Voelecker of 
England, Steglich Aderhold, Frank, and Heinrich of Ger­
many; and by Girard, Dusserre, Marre, and Heuse o f France. 
In this country some of the earliest experiments were made 
in 1897 by Jones and his co-workers, Orton, Morse, and 
Edison, of the Vermont Agricultural Experiment Station, 
by destroying the hawkweed with common salt. In 1898 an 
experiment was reported with salt, copper sulphate, kerosene, 
potassium sulphid, white arsenic, arsenate of soda, and com­
mercial weed killers. '
In the year 1900, Professor Bolley reported the successful 
treatment of weeds with copper sulphate and subsequently he 
reported the successful treatment of the Canada thistle, 
dandelion, mustard, false flax, worm-seed mustard, tumbling 
mustard, corn cockle, shepard’s purse, bindweed, pigweed, 
kinghead, red river-weed, ragweed, and cockle-bur. The rose 
was not destroyed and leaves of wheat were injured but 
slightly. The chemicals reported were common salt, iron sul­
phate, and corrosive sublimate. Parnmel* reported on the effect 
of carbolic acid on the Canada thistle and copper sulphate and 
bordeaux mixture upon two types of mustard. Shutt and 
Fletcher of the Ontario station also reported the successful 
killing of weeds by herbicides. Wilson of Minnesota reported 
on the use of some chemicals with quack grass and found kero­
sene ineffectual. Salt was effectual when a sufficient quantity 
was used. Stone of Cornell University Experiment Station 
also reported on the successful treatment of certain weeds with 
copper sulphate and Moore of Wisconsin reported on the 
successful treatment of mustard with iron sulphate.
COPPER SU LPH ATE .
This well known fungicide has been found effective for 
the destruction of certain weeds. At this station it has been 
found that it destroyed the leaves of burdock, prickly lettuce, 
common mustard, prostrate pigweed, and goose foot. It was
^Bulletin la. Agr. Exp. Sta.. 70; 356, 1903
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ineffectual on knotgrass. It did not seriously affect the leaves 
of the foxtails. The copper sulphate, to be effectual, should 
be applied according to the following formula: 12 pounds 
copper sulphate to 52 gallons of water. Spraying should be 
done during dry weather. I f it rains immediately after 
spraying, the spraying should be repeated.
SODIUM CHLORID.
Salt, with some of the weeds experimented on by Bolley, 
gave good results when used at the rate one-third barrel for 
52 gallons of water. It is certain, however, that for many of 
the perennial weeds this will not be effective. It is certainly 
not effective in the case of the Canada thistle, quack grass, 
morning-glory, and milkweed. Salt has been repeatedly re­
commended for the Canada thistle, but it is only effective 
where large quantities are used and where cattle are allowed 
to get at the salt which is thrown around the roots.
Salt has long been recommended to exterminate certain 
weeds. Professor Jones of Vermont has shown that an appli­
cation benefited the grass but killed the clover. The reason 
for this destruction is due to the power of the. salt to draw 
the moisture from the plant. It is found that salt when dry 
killed greater quantities of grass than when'wet.
Professor L. R. Jones and A. W. Edson in some experiments 
made in 1900 concluded that common salt is less useful for 
miscellaneous weed killing than arsenate of sodium, carbolic 
acid, or sulphuric acid, but it is the best chemical for the de­
struction of orange hawkweed.
W e found that dry salt in concentrated form will destroy 
quack grass when applied at the rate of about 600 barrels per 
acre, but close to the edges of the patch quack grass, treated 
thus, sprouted out as before. A  much smaller quantity than 
this might be used but even in considerable less amounts the 
salt renders the soil unfit for the growth of agricultural crops. 
It cannot, therefore, be recommended as a weed exterminator.
CARBOLIC ACID.
This well known germicide has also been used to kill weeds. 
It has been recommended for a good many weeds. Jones 
found it to be very quick in its action but that it does not pene-
20
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trate deep enough to kill all the roots. The treated plants in­
variably recover.
An experiment was made with carbolic acid using it at the 
rate of 2 ^  barrels to the acre. Two applications were made, 
one on October 10 and the other on October 26. The growth 
of quack grass was very rank and vigorous. While the car­
bolic acid temporarily checked the quack grass it did not de­
stroy the roots. W e cannot, therefore, recommend this treat­
ment. Other weeds, especially annuals were affected in a. 
similar manner but they did not recover as the perennial weeds 
did. W e may note that carbolic acid was found destructive 
to pigweed, smartweed, and pigeon-grass. The amount of 
material used would make it so expensive that its use cannot 
be recommended to kill quack grass or other weeds mentioned 
in the above list.
An experiment was made by one of us* with the Canada 
thistle, using the carbolic acid at the rate of 1 part o f acid 
to 4 parts of water. The solution was thoroughly agitated 
to make a good mixture. At first an ordinary garden sprink­
ler was used. This method was found expensive and not 
effective; as only the tops were killed. In another experi­
ment a small oil-can was used and the material was placed in 
direct contact with the root. Good results were noted from 
8 to 10 inches below the surface of the ground, but below 
this point the roots, in many instances, sprouted out again. 
This method was not considered entirely effective for the 
destruction of Canada thistle.
S U L P H U R IC  ACID.
This substance has been recommended as an herbicide. Jones 
used it at the rate of 1 part to 40 parts of water, applying at 
the rate of 40 gallons to the square rod. It did not kill the 
weeds, especially the roots, presumably because it formed an 
insoluble compound. Where the fluid came in contact with 
the plants they were killed, but they soon recovered, produc­
ing new shoots.
SLAK ED  LIM E.
Slaked lime has been recommended for the extermination 
o f certain classes of weeds, the lime being spread broadcast
♦Bulletin la. Agr. Exp. Sta. 61; 143-146
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over the weeds. However, lime is not a very effective remedy 
for the killing of weeds. In the experiment with lime at the 
rate of 484 barrels per acre, it did not prove effective for 
destroying quack grass, morning-glory, milkweed, fo'xtail or 
other weedy grasses. • While it did to a certain extent de­
crease the number of quack grass plants coming out, it did 
not eradicate the weed. The same may be said of morning- 
glory and milkweed.
FORM ALDEH YDE.
Formaldehyde, although an excellent germicide, has proven 
less effective than carbolic acid for the extermination of 
weeds. In 1907, we conducted an experiment with formalde- 
hyde, using 4 per cent formalin at the rate of 2JJ barrels per 
acre. The plants experimented with were quack grass, pig­
weed, foxtail, and lamb’s quarter. While the plants were in­
jured somewhat by the treatment, the annuals more than the 
perennials, soon after the treatment they became as vigorous 
as ever.
CORROSIVE SU B LIM A TE.
This powerful disinfectant has been used for the destruc­
tion of potato scab and to some extent for the destruction of 
the spores of fungi. Professor Marlatt has found it success­
ful in the treatment of potato scab when used in the propor­
tions of 234 ounces corrosive sublimate to 15 gallons of 
water. It is an excellent germicide and antiseptic, but its use 
as an herbicide cannot be recommended because of the great 
danger involved in handling a substance so poisonous.
, SODIUM ARSEN ITE.
Bolley finds this a valuable spray if used at the rate of 1 / .  
to 2 pounds to 52 gallons of water. He recommends this for 
Canada thistle.
SODIUM ARSEN ATE.
Sodium arsenate has proven very effective in the extermi­
nation o,f ; Canada thistle. Jones and Orton, and Jones and
22
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Edson, reported it as satisfactory when used in the propor­
tion of i pound of arsenate to 8 gallons of water.
IRON S U L P H A T E ..
The numerous experiments conducted leave no question as 
to the efficiency of this material as an herbicide. With a 
view to getting some definite data on this subject we conducted 
some experiments in 1907 and 1908, which are reported in the 
following pages. The formula used was 100 pounds of the 
sulphate to a barrel of water. Much work along this line 
has been done by Bolley, Moore, and some European in­
vestigators referred to in another connection.
Fig-. 8. Mexican dropseed sprayed and unsprayed. Sprayed plants 
checked, but not killed.
E X PE R IM E N TS W ITH  IRON SU L P H A T E  I9 0 7 .
In 1907 we started a number of experiments- in Ames and 
in two fields in Emmet County.
The Ames experiment consisted of treating of two fields,
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one an 8 acre field on a farm near Ames leased by J. O. 
Eggleston, and another somewhat weedy field adjoining this 
on the west side of the public highway. This was also a 
leased field. The Eggleston field was in corn the previous 
season. It was disced twice and then sown to oats. The 
following- weeds were found in the field:
ABUNDANT
Milkweed ( Asdepias syriacaj 
Wild Morning-glory f  Convol­
vulus sepiumy
Pennsylvania Smartweed ( Poly­
gonum pennsylvanicumJ 
Smartweed ( Polygonum lapath- '■ 
ifoliumJ
Artichoke fHelianthus tuberosusJ 
Germander (Teucrium canadense) 
Greater Ragweed (Ambrosia trif- 
ida)
Smaller Ragweed (Ambrosia ar- 
temisiaefolwb)
Mustard (Brassica arvensis) 
Pigeon-grass {Setaria glauca) 
Foxtail (Setaria viridis)
DESS ABUNDANT
Wild Buckwheat (Polygonum 
convolvulus)




Slender knotweed (Polygonum 
ramossissinum)
Meadow Sunflower (Helianthus 
grosse-serratus)
Cocklebur (Xanthium canadense)
Spanish Dagger (Bidens frondosa)
Indian Hemp (Apocynum canna- 
binum)
Swamp Milkweed (Asclepias in­
carnata)
Ground Cherry (Physalis pulescens)
THE SECOND FIELD CONTAINED THE FOLLOWING WEEDS’.
ABUNDANT
Mustard (Brassica arvensis) 
Pennsylvania Smartweed (Poly­
gonum pennsylvanicum) 
Smartweed (Polygonum lapathifo- 
lium)
Smaller Ragweed ( Ambrosia arte- 
misiaefolia)
Ellisia (Ellisia nyctelea) 
Foxtail-grass (Setaria viridis) 
Pigeon-grass (Setaria glauca) 
Spanish Dagger (Bidens frondosa) 
Bidens (Bidens discoidea)
LESS ABUNDANT
Swamp Milkweed (Asclepias in­
carnata) ,
Milkweed (Asclepias syriacia)
Meadow Sunflower ( Helianthus 
grosse-serratus)
Groundcherry (Bkysalis pubesans)
Dock ( Bumex altissimus) 1
Astor (Astor s p j






Evening Primrose ( Oenothera 
biennis)
Pepper Grass (Lcpidium apetalum)
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The spray was applied with a Platz machine at the rate of 
100 pounds of iron sulphate to a barrel of water. The fields 
were sprayed on the 20th and 21st of June, the weather'be­
ing cloudy and heavy dews following the spraying. The 
mustard was in bloom, but none of the other weeds were in 
flower. The artichoke, ragweed, and milkweed were taller 
than the oats, the two former being so thick in places that at 
a short distance the oats could not be seen. In some places 
21 artichokes occupied a square foot and in other places 18 
of the greater ragweeds occupied an equal space. The day 
after the spraying, the leaves of oats were considerably black­
ened and people passing on the highway thought that the
Fig. 9. Sweet Clover after spraying with iron sulphate, entirely re­
covered later.
bats were ruined. Many of the weeds, also were blackened, 
the leaves shriveled, and some plants did not recover. The 
oats, however, grew faster than the weeds and soon looked 
green again. The milkweejd, morning-glory, cockle-bur,- 
meadow sunflower, germander,; Indian hemp, pigeon-grass and 
foxtail also recovered from the spraying. Spraying was 
effective on .mustard, greater ragweed, smaller ragweed,
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Pennsylvania smartweed, slender knotgrass, lamb’s-quarter, 
artichoke, Spanish dagger, and wild buckwheat. In the 
second held it was effective on ground-cherry cress, pepper 
grass, five-finger, ellisia, and evening primrose, but not effec­
tive on dock, boltonia, and meadow sunflower. When the 
oats were harvested not only was there comparatively little 
mustard in the treated field but the oats were heavier than in 
the untreated adjacent check.
E X P E R IM E N T  W ITH  M USTARD IN  E M M E T  CO U N TY.
The common mustard is freely distributed in northern and 
northwestern Iowa. W e therefore planned to spray several 
fields in that part of the state. We are under obligations to 
Mr. R. I. Cratty of Armstrong, who assisted us in this
Fig. 10. Young plants of cocklebur after spraying, later entirely re­
covered.
work. In the fields treated on June 28, the following weeds 
were observed: mustard (very abundant), Pennsylvania 
smartweed, smartweed, some meadow sunflower, milkweed, 
smaller ragweed, and Indian hemp. The mustard was in full
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bloom and it was observed that where the pods had been 
formed they were not always killed because they were too far 
advanced. As in the Ames experiment, weeds like the rag­
weed and smartweecl were much injured. The spraying did 
not, however, seem to affect the pigeon-grass and foxtail.
Mr. R. I. Crafty, writing under date of July 8, says:
“ All the young mustard was killed entirely, but I fear 
the seed-pods, being formed, were not injured and that the 
stems would retain enough sap to perfect some of the seeds. 
The field treated looks surprisingly better than the untreated 
one.”
A  second field treated on Mr. Weller’s place gave the same 
result as on the Crafty place and he thinks the iron sulphate 
good to destroy mustard.
The cost of field spraying with iron sulphate is from $i*.oo 
to $1.50 an acre. About 52 gallons of the mixture are used 
on each acre. The cost of iron sulphate in Iowa is about 1 
cent a pound.
Mg-. 11. Smartweed after spraying with iron sulphate; many of the 
plants were killed.
WEEDS ALON G T H E  ROADSIDE IN  STORY C O U N TY  TREATED  
W ITH  IRON SU LP H A TE .
On June 28, the weeds along a public highway for a
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quarter of a mile were treated with iron sulphate at the rate 
of ioo pounds of the sulphate to a barrel of water. The fol­
lowing plants were observed here:
Greater ragweed, small ragweed, Pennsylvania smartweed, 
artichoke, meadow sunflower, sweet clover in abundance, 
clover, blue grass, timothy, red clover, rush (Scirpus atrovi- 
rens), wild barley or squirreltail grass, milkweed, Indian 
hemp, thistle (Cirsium iowense), curled dock, smooth dock, 
pigeon-grass, and foxtail.
The spray was applied twice in succession to the weeds on 
each side of the road and repeated on the following day. The 
same effect was observed as in the oatfield. It may be noted 
that blue grass, timothy, and other grasses, as well as sweet 
clover, were not greatly injured. The clover was badly 
injured, smooth dock was injured but little, curled dock some­
what, and the sweet clover but little. The leaves were in 
some cases spotted. The thistle was not seriously injured. A  
week later all of these weeds fully or partially recovered, es­
pecially the ragweed and artichoke; and the sweet clover was 
in bloom.
It will be seen from the foregoing experiment that spray­
ing weeds on the roadside is not effective in the case of many 
weeds and is injurious to red clover, one of the most desirable 
plants along the roadside.
SPRAYIN G  FOR L A W N  WEEDS.
Prof. H. L. Bolley reports an interesting experiment in 
treating dandelion with iron sulphate, saying that dandelion 
may be held in check with this substance.
W e sprayed a patch of dandelion in a lawn on May 29, 
1908, with iron sulphate solution in the proportions given for 
the oats experiment. The following evening the leaves 
of the plants had all become black, but in the course of a few 
days they began to put out new leaves. W e sprayed on June 
1, killing the new leaves. While some of the plants again 
appeared in the fall some were completely killed. It did not 
injure the blue grass, although the leaves were much browned. 
The common chickweed (Siellaria media) is a troublesome 
weed in many lawns in parts of the state. Miss Harriett 
Kellogg performed an experiment in Grinnell, Iowa, with 
iron sulphate. She reports as follows concerning the destruc­
tion of this weed:
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“The spraying occurred in August after a great part of the crop 
of chickweed germinated the fall before had scattered its seed and 
disappeared; so that the plants experimented upon were almost en­
tirely very young seedlings. The herbicide was mixed at the rate of 
two pounds of iron sulphate to one gallon of water, and was applied 
with .a small hand sprayer, since the patches of chickweed were 
never more than a few square feet in extent. In every case the seed­
lings were killed, the spray being applied each day to the new plants. 
Later reports indicate the extermination of the pest so far as plants 
already germinated are concerned. Probably very few of those ap­
pearing after the experiment will survive the winter. The experiment 
seems at this time to have been perfectly successful. A small patch 
of mature plants was found. A single application of the spray merely 
shriveled the tops of the plants. These, however, were destroyed 
after several applications.”
These two common lawn pests can be held in check by the
Fig. 12. Effect of spraying with iron sulphate upon ragweed; the 
larger one unsprayed, the smaller one sprayed.
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spray, but it will not destroy one of the most serious of our 
lawn pests, namely the smooth crab grass.
E X P E R IM E N TS IN  STORY C O U N TY  IN  I9 0 8 .
During the past season two experiments were conducted 
with iron sulphate on two farms in Story County, one a 
40 acre field and the other the Woodruff field. The W ood­
ruff field had a great deal of mustard, milkweed, small rag­
weed, pigeon-grass, and foxtail. The other field had greater 
ragweed, small ragweed, smart weed and foxtail. In both cases 
the mustard was in bloom. The application was made with the 
same machine and in the same proportions. The young mustard 
was killed but where pods had formed, seed was later 
produced. There was a great difference in height between 
the greater ragweed where it did not receive the treatment and 
where it did receive the treatment. That treated was, at the 
time of harvesting, on the average, not more than 2 feet high, 
while the untreated was 3 and 4 feet high. On the whole 
however, the treatment was not so effective as during the 
previous season.
IRON SU L P H A T E  T R EA TM E N T FOR SOME SELECTED PLA N TS.
In this experiment' a large number of weeds were potted 
and divided into three lots. One lot received the normal 
strength solution, 100 pounds of the sulphate to a barrel of 
water; a second lot received double strength solution 200 
pounds of sulphate to a barrel of water; and a third lot 
50 pounds of the sulphate to a barrel of water. The applica­
tion of the spray was made when the plants were dry. The 
following morning, the plants seemed but slightly injured. 
They were then sprinkled with tap water. Following this 
the treated plants soon turned black. This may account for the 
apparent failure in the use of iron sulphate at times.
In general, the injury from double strength solution and 
half strength solutions was proportionate to the injury from 
the normal solution. One-half strength' solution effectually 
destroyed; leaves, and tops of dandelions, knotgrass, purslane, 
oxaliSj velvet weed,, tumbling pigweed, curled dock, mayweed, 
field thistle, rape, mallow, pepper grass and sow thistle. Normal 
solution added to the list ribgrass, black medick, burdock, red 
clover, small ragweed, spurge, and white clover.
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Double strength practically destroyed the tops and checked 
the growth of dandelion, small ragweed, field thistle, purslane,
Fig. 13. Young plant of greater ragweed after spraying; many plants 
killed but some recovered.
hedge mustard, tumbling pigweed, ribgrass, sow thistle and 
oxalis.
The results of this work may be seen in the following table:
Table showing the effect of iron sulphate in solutions of 
different strengths upon a number of different plants:
SOM E E X P E R IM E N T S  IN D E S T R O Y IN G  Q U A C K  GRASS.
T H E  BU RY IN G  OF “ ROOTS” .
Observations made in the greenhouse o f the rootstock of 
quack grass covered with 4, 6, 12, and 25 inches of earth, 
show that shoots do not readily grow to the surface from 
the depth of 8 inches, and not at all from a depth of 12 to 
24 inches.
The majority of “ roots” of this weed are found growing 
between 2 and 4 inches below the surface. The habits of the
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Table showing the effect of Iron Sulphate in solutions of different 
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plant indicate therefore, that deep plowing will prove an al­
most certain method of destroying quack grass.
HOEING AND SH ALLOW  CULTIVATION .
During the past season an. experiment was conducted in a 
corn field near Ames. An acre of ground was hoed July 7, 
n ,  1:4, 18, 24. A  rain on July 25 made it necessary to hoe 
again the 28th and 31st. The same field was also hoed August 
8, 12, 17, 21, and 26, and on September 2, 9, 16, 23, and 30. 
Practically all of the grass was killed.
REMOVAL OF ROOTS BY SPADING.
Another experiment consisted in spading an acre of corn
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Eig. 14. Test of depthxLsoiLat which quacx grass roots will grow
o-rouncl and removing carefully all roots so far as we were able 
to get them. Small fragments could not be gotten out of the 
soil and from these pieces the weed began to come up. This 
acre was hoed on August 21, and September 2, 9, 16, 23, 
and 30. This spaded field was found to be cleaner than the 
adjacent field which had simply been hoed. This treatment 
should be followed by deep plowing to further ensure the 
eradication of “ roots” . The method of removing the roots 
from the field has been tried in some parts of the state with 
some success. Both hoeing and removal of weeds are ex 
pensive. It cost $12 an acre to give this treatment.
The above treated field was sown to oats in 1909. No quack 
grass could be seen except a few low plants. The oats crop is 
clean and the yield promises July 12 about three times as much 
as the adjacent field, one-third of which is quack.
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Fig. 16. Roots of sorghum grown with “roots” of quack grass, 
size of the sorghum was reduced. The
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Fig-. 17. “Roots” of quack grass buried under tar paper from July 17 
to October 7, 1907; “roots” dead in April 1908.
S P R A Y IN G  M A C H IN E R Y .*
TRACTION SPRAYERS.
Figure 18 illustrates the field spraying machine used in the 
experiments conducted by the Iowa Agricultural Experiment 
Station. It is a German machine known as the Platz. It gave 
indications of being a carefully nude machine, tu t during 
thè season’s work o f 1907 it was found lacking in several 
respects. For the next year, 1908, some of these faults were 
remedied by replacing the thills with a pole, thus enabling 
two horses to be used instead of one, and by adding an en­
tirely new spray head with different nozzles. The machine 
with the tank full, which holds about so gallons, is too large 
an .outfit to be handled well with a single horse, and the change 
to a two horse machine is a decided improvement. For the 
second year the spray head was lengthened and made jointed, 
so that it can be folded to pass through gates. Another de­
cided improvement consisted in providing nozzles with 
disgorgers. The nozzles used the first year gave trouble by 
clogging often, although care was used in straining the 
spraying materials. The disgorgers, mentioned above, are 
points arranged to be pushed through the spray opening from 
the inside, freeing it of any material preventing the free dis­
charge of the spray. "When released, the points are returned 
to place by a suitable spring. These nozzles were of the 
common type used for orchard spraying, known as the Ver-
*This material relative to spraying machinery has been prepared by Professor J. B. 
Davidson of the Agricultural Engineering Section.
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morel. The pump of the machine is operated by an eccentric 
and is so arranged that the length of the stroke can be varied. 
This pump, however, lacked sufficient capacity to furnish 
pressure to all of the nozzles shown in the figure.
Since the experiments with the eradication of weeds by 
spraying were begun at the various argicultural experiment 
stations, several American field sprayers have been developed 
which are well adapted to field weed spraying. In this con­
nection a suggestion in regard to the selection of a field
F i g .  18. A  f ie ld  s p r a y in g  m a c h in e .
sprayer may be useful. In the first place, the weed sprayer 
represents a special type o f machine. A  remodeled sprayer, 
primarily designed for other purposes, is not likely to be 
satisfactory, for it will lack capacity. The machine should 
provide for at least two horses and if large four will be 
needed. The tank should hold not less than 50 gallons and 
if the fields are large it should have a capacity of 150 gallons 
or more. It should have a hopper opening to permit filling 
without waste of time. The tank must be made either of 
wood or brass as iron even when galvanized will not resist the 
action of the chemicals. In addition, all the parts o f the
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machine which come in contact with the chemicals must be 
of wood, brass, rubber or other material which will not be • 
corroded by it. The size of machine will, of course, be 
largely dependent upon the amount of work to be done. The 
machine should have a good, strong frame and should be 
carried upon strong, well-made wheels with tires three or 
four inches wide.
The pump is an important part. It should not only be 
well made with good valves but should also have sufficient 
capacity to maintain a pressure of ioo pounds or more per 
square inch. To get the best results the spray mixture must be 
broken up into a mist-like spray, to be blown onto the weeds 
to be killed. The higher the pressure the finer the mist and the 
larger area a given amount of spray mixture can be made to 
cover effectually. The pump should be provided with a pres­
sure gauge to indicate the pressure and an air chamber to 
equalize it. Only one style of nozzle was tested in the ex­
periments, but from experience in orchard spraying it is be­
lieved that the Vermorel type of nozzle with a disgorger is the 
most desirable type on account of its ability to produce a very 
fine, misty spray.
The spray beam should not only be arranged to fold to per­
mit the machine to pass, through gates but also should be 
adjustable to be raised or lowered to suit the height of the 
weeds sprayed. The nozzles - should be adjustable on the 
spray beam to suit different conditions. Usually the nozzles 
are placed 15 or 18 inches apart. As many nozzles as 18, 
covering a width of 25 feet, may be used.
The field sprayer should be carefully selected in order to 
secure a satisfactory machine and one well adapted to the 
work to be done. The machine for weed spraying could be 
used for other purposes perhaps better than common field 
sprayers for weed spraying. It is believed that the pump 
sprayer is the most satisfactory type. However, centrifugal 
sprayers, which throw the liquid through perforated discs 
rotated at a high speed, may be used. _ These machines do 
not have the capacity of the nozzle machines.
H A N D  SPRAYERS.
For spraying small patches of weeds, and lawns infested 
with dandelions, a portable hand sprayer will be needed. A
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machine similar to the one illustrated in Figure 19 will be 
found very satisfactory. A  machine of this type should be 
neat, convenient and so arranged that it may be handled with-
Fig. 19. A hand sprayer.
out getting any of the spray mixture on the clothing. The 
sprayer shown holds four gallons, is made almost entirely of 
brass, and has a Vermorel type of nozzle. Other types of 
hand sprayers will prove satisfactory if a good misty spray 
can be produced.
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